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P.E. 
∑ Tag Rugby
∑ Gymnastics
∑ REAL P.E: a focus on 

coordination and agility
∑ Swimming

PATHS
∑ Class rules
∑ Complimenting 
∑ Co-operative 

Learning Skills
∑ Feelings 
∑ Steps for 

Calming Down

English
Reading: Making inferences and predictions
about characters’ feelings, actions and motives; 
use a text to justify opinions; make comparisons
and reading comprehension skills

Writing: A range of narrative and non-fiction 
short and long writing tasks; learning to apply a 
wide range of grammar and punctuation; editing and improving 
written work

Spelling: words with hyphens; unstressed vowels/consonants

Grammar & Punctuation: Word classes, sentence types, the 
use of punctuation, conjunctions, adverbials and modal verbs

Maths 
∑ Place value
∑ Times Tables 
∑ Addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division: quick 
recall, written methods (arithmetic), 
problem solving and reasoning

∑ Properties of shapes: draw shapes, 
nets of 3D shapes, using a 
protractor, calculate angles in 
triangles, quadrilaterals and polygons

∑ Calculate the mean average

R.E.
Islam – Revelation 

Exploring the 
revealing of the sacred 

text: The Qur’an; 
What is meant by 

sacred; 
Personal revelations

History
∑ Chronological knowledge of where and 

when the ancient Egyptians lived 
∑ Learning about the daily lives of many 

ancient Egyptian people 
∑ Understand and explain the ancient 

Egyptian ritual of mummification
∑ Understand how our knowledge of the past 

is constructed from a range of sources –
learn about the discovery of Tutankhamun 

∑ Exploring different ancient Egyptian 
writing systems

∑ Compare and contrast the powers of 
different Egyptian gods

Science
Animals, including humans:
∑ identify and name the main parts of the 

human circulatory system, and describe 
the functions of the heart, blood 
vessels and blood

∑ recognise the impact of diet, exercise, 
drugs and lifestyle on the way their 
bodies function

∑ describe the ways in which nutrients and 
water are transported within animals, 
including humans.

Art & Design
∑ Make an Egyptian collar using printing techniques
∑ Create canopic jars using papier mâché sculpture  

Computing
Create a PowerPoint 
about Egypt today.

Safe Use of Internet

Music
Jazz Music

Learn to sing and 
perform songs 
about Ancient 

Egypt

Foreign Languages – Spanish
Yo (All about me)

∑ Greet, say how they are and introduce 
themselves

∑ Respond to and ask questions about name 
and age

∑ Geography of Spain and where else 
Spanish is spoken

∑ Listening to and learning the sounds of 
spoken Spanish and making spelling links

Geography
∑ Location of Egypt
∑ Human geography study: 

settlement, land use and trade

Who’s the 
Mummy?

Reading


